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The more careful readers amongst you, might have already discovered 
the silhouette of a winged human spreading over the cover page. The most 
careful readers amongst you might even have concluded that it depicts the Fall of 
Icarus. 

The story of the Fall of Icarus, starts with Daedalus, Icarus’ father, 
being imprisoned, for enabling the Minotaur come to life, a story for another day. 
As a consequence, Daedalus was punished with life-long imprisonment together 
with his son, to be carried out on the highest tower of the island Crete. However, 
Daedalus was known to be the most genius of craftsmen to ever set humanly foot 
on earth. So unsurprisingly he managed to construct two sets of wings, made of 
wax and feathers, for him and his son. Prior to the beginning of the escape, 
Daedalus told Icarus, that he must not fly too low, otherwise the sea water will 
dampen the wings and they get too heavy. Nor could he fly too high, otherwise 
the sun will melt the wax. After Icarus signalled that he understood, they set off 
to escape their life-long imprisonment. 

Just after the flight began, Icarus was equally mesmerised as energised 
by the feeling of flying. He never felt so powerful, so strong, so god-like before, 
and he saw the sun this way every before. It was as though he was caught up in 
a trance, hence none of the desperate attempts of shouting by Daedalus came 
through to him. Unstoppably, he obeyed to his cravings for observing the sun 
from close-up. He flew and flew closer and closer. Meanwhile, the common 
Greeks seeing this miracle from the ground, thought they saw one of their gods 
up in the skies, since no human before Icarus and Daedalus ever flew. 

As it had to be the case, as Icarus’ father predicted it to happen, Icarus 
flew too close to the sun, so the burning heat melted the wax and he fell. 
Without no chance to intervene, Daedalus had to see his son falling right into the 
sea, inevitably dying there. 
 There are many ideas of how to analyse the Fall of Icarus. One of them 
suggests that Daedalus should have never tried to escape, and was punished by 
the gods for not respecting his assigned destiny. Others argue that this is the 
perfect depiction of hubris, the concept in Ancient Greece that no human can 
ever be like a god and if they pretend to, they will be punished. As Icarus 
suddenly looks like a good, as seen from the surface of the earth, he crossed the 
line of hubris. There was no other option for the gods than to punish him for his 
wrong-doings. 
 The story of Icarus is over two-thousand years old, so one can imagine 
that this text could be a lot longer, discussing many more different 
interpretations. However, instead I would like to draw the reader’s attention to 
another detail of the cover page: 
 The silhouette of Icarus is clearly visible, but filled with autumn leaves. 
This should symbolise that though a fall is painful, it is just part of life. Fall is 
just one of four seasons, and like the seasons, we perpetually fall and recover. I 
am not suggesting that every life follows the same cycle - like the seasons of the 
year - but there does certainly seem to be a similarity to the two. This is to say 
that a great time will generally follow a harsh one as how fall follows Summer, 
and Winter is for many people not a lot better - the fall continues. But is there a 
way to avoid a fall? It is not to have a great summer so that fall and summer 
become the same - there will be no difference, no good or bad, just stable 
consistency. That is frightening to me. What I want to suggest is that we forget 
what Greek philosophy tells us and be unafraid of falling. Let us dare to do what 
we were always frightened of, to speak out the thoughts we were too shy to think 
and just give everything, even though we may feel it wrong to. 
 Since fall will come fore sure, let it hit you hard. In the end, the harder 
it his you, the better summer before. 
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FALL 001 & 002 
page IV 
Fell I, 
As the days passed by. 
Fell in a whole, without an end, 
Trying to search for a way to breath. 

THE ONE (REAL) FALL 
page V 
I remember staring in disbelief as my mighty know-
it-all second year from Nigeria was explaining the 
phenomenon of fall in Duino whilst waiting for the 
51 to Trieste with me. There was no way I was 
about to take advice on existential life crises from a 
person who had just admitted to leaving his EE 
unfinished in order to get dinner in the city. 

LOCAL GLOBALISM 
page VIII 
I have never seen such an arrogant phrase as ‘global 
village’: it is as if all the things that exist in our 
realm of the world are accessible to us within the 
reach of our arm. I do not think it is a leap of the 
imagination to associate it with a quote from Cecil 
Rhodes, “I would annex the planets if I could.” 

REFLECTION 
page VIII 
When I was a kid, my father taught me that 
whatever is in my plate must go in my stomach. 
Either I like it or not. 
 Later on one of my old primary school 
teachers taught me that whatever I voluntarily put 
in my plate must go in my stomach (we had a 
mensa in that school, in Florence). 
 They both suffered a partial starvation 
during the Second World War, in Italy.

THE AUTUMN I KNOW 
page IX 
The autumn of elections in Bosnia is the autumn I 
know. They prepare us for it, the smirking party 
members with a BOSNIAN brand half a kilogram coffee 
in one hand, a pen with a party-logo in the other. 
Allegiance has to be signed, loyalty in spoken words is 
redundant. 

FALL IN DUINO 
page XI 
Cerco un po’ di pace, di calore, quello delle caldarroste 
nei baracchini vicino al Viale e largo Barriera, la calma 
piatta dell’acqua della Secada. Penso che il modo 
migliore per parlare dell’autunno a Duino sia proprio 
parlarne, faccia a faccia, con i duinesi. 

THE FALL 
page XIV 
It is the other who speaks. You can listen to him 
carefully; the other collates events and facts one after 
another. There was a moment, a few hours ago, 
perhaps, in which the other could only be a ‘present 
tense man’: the other lives with no links; finds pleasure 
against the breeze; and enjoys the very same absurdity 
that brings the beauty of life, the powers of our bodies, 
and the sea. But the other changes: where there were no 
ties, one finds chains: the one who speaks remembers. 

DEAD ENDS 
page XVI 
suddenly, i realised how many of those roads that i 
should never have walked down that i had walked down. 
i saw the dreadful stains of all the words i should never 
have said, but yet said, printed all over my body.
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002 

“Fall is the season of melancholy”, 
One of the cheap magazines left on your table said, 

As I opened it, to search for you perfume one more time. 

“Fall is the time to fall in love”, 
As my fingers were moving swiftly over the holes you have cut into 

the models faces, 
Gluing them later on a piece of cardboard, creating a collage out of their falsity. 

“Fall is the way you make it”, 
Read it out loud, almost spilling the last bottle of wine you have bought and left on 

my desk, 
As I tried to reach for some more tobacco out of the pack I have got some weeks 

ago. 

“Fall is about you”, 
Thought it was a joke, worse than the one your friend made in front of me, as I was 

wearing 
my long coat, 

But decided to continue reading, trying to find that scent that has been long gone. 

“Fall is more than meets the eye”, 
Thought to myself, as my fingers were flipping the last page, 

Unable to find what seems to be gone forever, wherever you might have left, 
Leaving the box in which you have promised to live forever, 

With the door open, with the windows nailed, leaving only a ray of light passing 
through, 

And myself, alone, covered in sweat, between the sheets your mom gave us last 
summer.

001 

Fell I, 
As the days passed by. 
Fell in a whole, without an end, 
Trying to search for a way to breath. 

Fell, 
My entire weight pushing myself deeper, 
Deeper, 
Without figuring out, 
When everything will just collapse. 

Fell, 
Through hundreds of memories, 
Days, circumstances when told I to be someone else, 
Fell a bit. 
Fell on brighter days, when was I spit in the face, 
And on rainy ones, 
When the car almost crushed me. 

Fell, 
As I became invisible, 
Without being noticed, 
Or heard. 
A game of silence decided to play, 
As my screams would only disturb someone, 
Not actually draw attention. 

Like this, 
I fell. Through glass, 
Smoke, concrete, 
Wood, water, 
And a layer of ignorance.

by Stochita Radu Ioan
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 If you are in Fore, fall announces itself with loud banging winds that 
make the entire building shatter. Lights in the corridor twinkle as you’re 
making your way through the hallway, trying to make sure that all of the 
people on the floor are closing their windows or otherwise Bora will make 
sure that they end up somewhere in the midst of the Adriatic Sea. 
 If you’re in Pala, autumn comes once you figure out that the one 
heater in your room, you got it right, the one on the wall next to the 
window, that one. Yes, so it doesn’t work. The promise of spending the next 
few months cuddled up in one bed with your (already) sick roommates as 
penguins to keep the heat insulation to the maximum might seem like an 
endearing one until one of you starts the roller coaster of uncontrollable 
sneezing. Either way, the line of people waiting for electric heaters in the 
residence isn’t as long as it might have seemed previously. You’ll make it, I 
promise. 
 “Wait for Peace One Day to end, that’s when your real life in Duino 
starts. That’s the time when the rain starts hitting, Bora starts to blow, and 
you start getting more and more homework in addition to the mini 
existential crisis right around the corner. Summer holidays are over, kiddo, 
fall is here.” 
 I remember staring in disbelief as my mighty know-it-all second year 
from Nigeria was explaining the phenomenon of fall in Duino whilst waiting 
for the 51 to Trieste with me. There was no way I was about to take advice 
on existential life crises from a person who had just admitted to leaving his 
EE unfinished in order to get dinner in the city, yet I could feel that very 
unsettling feeling rise up from the depths of my hungry stomach. I wasn’t 
ready. 
 I came to the college knowing that my summer holidays were over 
and ended up settling into something that felt more like a very long summer 
camp rather than an actual place to live. Too preoccupied with the discovery 
of the new place, I had almost forgotten to listen to the 
phrase that almost everyone around me kept on repeat: 
‘This isn’t the real world’. Almost as if the cold and the 
absence of gelato in Sergio’s shop would take away Duino as I 
had gotten to know it over the first two months and bring it back to 
being more normal. 
 I guess no longer being a part of Duino gives you the strange 
privilege to reflect on experiences that seemed daunting at first. To start off, 
fall or just time passing by does not change the place as much as one might 
be anticipating it to change. 
 The strange magic that Duino carries is not washed away with the 
rain or destroyed because of an additional sheet of Marek’s homework. It 
lingers around even when the slippery streets are dark and barely 
shimmering in streetlight because often times walking on those streets means 
going to see someone really important on the other side of the village. Even 
in the worst of circumstances, an hour spent on Fore balcony or in Rilke puts 
things in order and then eventually, into perspective. I won’t try to hide the 
fact that the college never really does become ‘the real world’ however, too 
many generations would say that you don’t need one there in the first place. 
 The place where I live now is, by all definitions, a place that people 
would call the real world. Here, I can feel the fall coming because suddenly 
my bike handles have to be replaced by a cold metal pole in the metro 
because it’s too cold to bike to university in the morning. It’s a much 
harsher type of fall and occasionally the stinging morning air makes me 
think of the mellow October mornings in Duino. Then I just have to 
convince myself that the little bit of magic that’s going to make my day is 
right around the corner. 

-Terza
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Ognuno di noi, volente o nolente, è soggetto a possedere o essere vittima di stereotipi che 
riguardino il genere, il paese e la cultura di appartenenza, il gruppo sociale o ancora 
l’orientamento sessuale,politico o religioso. Nonostante gli sforzi della società moderna 
moltissimi luoghi comuni sono ancora ben radicati dentro di noi, in primo luogo quelli di 
genere. Uno dei tanti, riguarda la consuetudine a dissociare le donne dall’inclinazione per le 
materie scientifiche. 
Partiamo dall’alto: il 97% dei premi Nobel scientifici sono stati finora assegnati solo a uomini. 
In Occidente poi tra il 2000 e il 2010 la proporzione di donne con incarichi di ricerca 
scientifica è rimasta bassa, meno di un terzo dei posti, passando dal 26 al 29%. 
A spiegare i dati deludenti vi è una matrice culturale: come rilascia laRepubblica, un’indagine 
condotta in cinque paesi europei, tra cui l&#39;Italia, ha dimostrato che solo il 10% degli 
intervistati pensa che le donne abbiano particolari attitudini per la scienza e ben il 67% è 
convinto che non abbiano le capacità necessarie per una carriera scientifica di alto livello. 
I dati quindi parlano chiaro: dai tempi di Marie Curie, prima donna a cui fu concesso di 
insegnare nella prestigiosa Università della Sorbona in Francia e primo premio Nobel donna 
per la fisica nel 1903 e per la chimica nel 1911, il genere femminile fa ancora fatica a farsi 
accettare e a far valere i propri diritti in tutte quelle che oggi sono chiamate discipline Stem 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics). 
Un esempio di quanto lontana e profonda sia la discriminazione della donna in campo 
scientifico è lo studio portato avanti da David Miller. Egli, come psicologo sociale della 
Northwestern University (Illinois),ha analizzato i dati dei cinque decenni successivi a una 
ricerca già condotta dal sociologo australiano David Chambers sugli stereotipi di genere nel 
campo lavorativo. Quest’ultimo, tra il 1966 e il 1977, chiese a 4.807 bambini delle scuole 
elementari di Canada e Nord America di disegnare uno scienziato. Nel 1983, quando lo 
studio fu pubblicato risultò che su quasi cinquemila bambini, solo 28 avevano disegnato una 
femmina. Il risultato ottenuto è che dagli anni ‘80 in poi,su un totale di 78 studi con oltre 
ventimila bambini, l’attitudine a disegnare scienziate donne è cresciuta raggiungendo solo il 
28% del totale contro l’0,06% degli studi di Chambers. 
I dati hanno allarmato molti studiosi ponendo l’attenzione sulla questione donne e 
occupazione femminile tanto che ogni anno dal 2015, l’11 Febbraio viene celebrata “La 
Giornata Internazionale delle donne e delle ragazze nella scienza”, un’iniziativa introdotta 
durante la settantesima sessione dell’Assemblea Generale delle Nazioni Unite. Gli scopi di 
questa decisione sono molteplici ma in primis c’è quello di garantire la piena parità di 
accesso e partecipazione di ragazze e donne di tutte le età a scienza, tecnologia e 
innovazione poiché essenziale per lo sviluppo economico globale e per il raggiungimento di 
tutti gli altri obiettivi dell’Agenda 2030 per lo sviluppo sostenibile. Per incoraggiare e 
coinvolgere il genere femminile di tutto il mondo, prima ancora era stato fondato 
L’Oreal/Unesco Awards for Women in Science, un premio esclusivo per cui ogni anno 
vengono attribuiti cinque riconoscimenti e 15 borse di studio internazionali. In Italia, di 
recente, il Ministero dell’Istruzione dell’Università e della Ricerca(MIUR) ha elaborato un 
piano per il bilanciamento di genere che prevede un abbassamento delle tasse per le 
ragazze iscritte alle facoltà scientifiche al fine di combattere le disparità e i luoghi comuni. 
Una scelta controversa che ha diviso l’opinione pubblica la quale si è interrogata sulla 
necessità di questa decisione: abbiamo davvero bisogno di tali provvedimenti per abbattere 
gli stereotipi di genere? A spingere verso il sì oltre ai dati sconfortanti, sono le alcune 
affermazioni sessiste rilasciate negli ultimi tempi come quella del premio Nobel per la 
medicina Tim Hunt al World Conference of Science Journalists a Seoul prima di essere 
licenziato che disse “Succedono tre cose quando ci sono donne sono in un laboratorio: ti 
innamori di loro, loro si innamorano di te e, quando le critichi, si mettono a piangere”. 
Nonostante le difficoltà e gli stereotipi che le donne nel mondo di oggi (e di ieri) si trovano ad 
affrontare durante la carriera, l’Italia vanta anche una storia di grandi scienziate tra cui Rita 
Levi Montalcini, Margherita Hack e più recentemente l’astronauta Samantha Cristoforetti. 
La speranza quindi è quella di una generazione di giovani donne che non siano spaventate 
dalle barriere di genere ma che si ispirino ai grandi modelli. Questo potrà avvenire tramite 
innovazioni a favore delle pari opportunità sia dall’alto che dal basso al fine di dare alla 
scienza un maggior numero di talenti e dare alle donne un diritto negato per troppo 
tempo,ma che si spera, cambierà a beneficio di tutti.
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The English language counts roughly one million words as its vocabulary, and yet speakers of other 
languages often find themselves at loss for words trying to explain certain expressions. An estimated 
of 7000 languages exist in the world, each allowing communication of a complex, detailed image in 
one exact word – and this is not surprising, since its creation is deeply linked to the culture, 
surrounding environment and mindsets of its belonging community. With this section, I invite you to 
discover some unique words, in relation to the theme of this issue: Fall.

跌 
蕩

दीवाली الحگرة

Šlapdriba

Shi me bereqet

Koselig

落 
語

the feeling of warmth sharing pleasure with people you like e.g. snuggling up 
under a blanket on a rainy day with hot chocolate Norwegian

a traditional entertainment 
in which a storyteller sits 
on the stage and depicts a 
situation with ‘ochi’ – a 
word meaning to fall 
down/climax in comical 
stories Japanese

rains in a particular time period in fall which brings 
happiness, joy and good luck. Branched to the growth 
of crops from rain after a long time Albanian

wet and drippy mixture of snow and rain at around 2 degrees Lithuanian

falling deep down, as in 
emotional crash driven 
by negativity 
represented by sadness. 
Often used for 
emotional or economic 
falls Cantonese

the Hindu festival of lights in 
autumn. Lights and lanterns are 

lit in homes all around the 
country signifying the light 

overcoming the darkness. The 
“good” triumphs against the 

“evil” Hindi & Urdu

the feeling of being unjustly 
prosecuted with no hope of 
fairness or justice delivered 

Moroccan Arabic
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 On October 9th, a stale 
headline appeared on The 
Guardian. “The time is now 
for a global pact for the 
environment,” which seems 
like a cliché for the citizens of 
the world. The deliberate 
usage of the picture attached 
to the headline — the blue, 
innocent earth — has been 
used to call for the global 

action towards the global warming, long since the first picture of 
the earth was taken from the space. The phrase ‘global warming’ 
is thus literally comprehended as each word represents, 
corresponding to the prevailing image of our homeland. 
 Global warming, global leaders, globalism, global 
citizens, ... For long, I have questioned why the word ‘global’ 
immediately seems like worn-out clothes. It could possibly be 
because we are already said to live in the era of the so-called 
‘global village’, in which the rapid communication and 
transportation allow us to regard this planet as a small 
community. I have never seen such an arrogant phrase as ‘global 
village’: it is as if all the things that exist in our realm of the 
world are accessible to us within the reach of our arm. I do not 
think it is a leap of the imagination to associate it with a quote 
from Cecil Rhodes, “I would annex the planets if I could.” 
 One of the fatal misunderstandings of the usage of the 
adjective ‘global’ is that it sometimes substitutes for ‘universal’. 
As a matter of course, global warming can never be replaced by 
universal warming, but the term ‘global perspective’ or ‘global 
significance’ are often (though not always) identical to the 
universality of a viewpoint. It happens when the referent is no 
longer restricted to its geography, based on the belief that our 
thoughts and ideas could be as transcendent as we can imagine, 
without any fear of encountering any barrier. It holds, naturally, 
that humankind is the only entity that thinks and acts, and the 
sphere of our intellectual realm almost matches to our ‘world’. 
“The world is the totality of facts, not of things”, said Ludwig 
Wittgenstein. How much do we actually consider a perspective 
from the universe? 
 Today, globalism is a local phenomenon. When we say 
‘global’, it necessarily has its scope of definition within the 
development of humankind in a specific cultural field e.g. western 
internet mob. The perspective of humankind — could there be 
such a thing as unified perspective of human beings? — is such 
that it can never take off from the soil. It is us humans that brew 
the knowledge from each independent and subjective perspective, 
and those ideas should not be based on the idea from nowhere: it 
needs to come from ‘somewhere’, and we should make our 
narrative descend to the ground. Globalism is a social narrative 
which has its own face and own speech, and if it ever tries to be 
the representation of the humankind as a whole or that of the 
world, it is nothing more than the arrogance of the globalization.

As notions of Globalism begin 
to pervade our ways of 
discussing and orienting our 
perspectives, Yoshiyuki 
reminds us that humans must 
not elevate themselves to a 
universal prominence, and that 
we must inevitably fall down 
again to Earth’s confines.

LOCAL GLOBALISM
 When I was a kid, my father taught me that 
whatever is in my plate must go in my stomach. 
Either I like it or not. 
 Later on one of my old primary school 
teachers taught me that whatever I voluntarily put in 
my plate must go in my stomach (we had a mensa in 
that school, in Florence). 
 They both suffered a partial starvation during 
the Second World War, in Italy. 
 Nowadays Italy is a reasonably healthy 
country. But in this College many students are coming 
from countries where starvation is still a serious issue. 
 Every day I look at the trays in mensa after 
people have had their meals, and I am sadly impressed 
by the quantity of (good) food still remaining on those 
trays. Food sometimes not even touched, which I 
assume people had voluntarily put on those trays. 
 Sometimes I take a fruit or bread from the 
trays and bring it home, for me. Or I recycle an 
untouched mayonnaise plastic bag – whoever took it 
without using it did not care about putting it back. 
How difficult or challenging are these small actions? 
 Once I saw one student throwing untouched 
bread in the litter bin, like playing basketball. 
 All this is very, very disrespectful in regards of 
all those who suffered of starvation in the past and 
those still suffering in the present. 
 What is the point to come in this place 
dressed with so high ideals, and then not caring at all 
about wasting what could be life for somebody else?

REFLECTION

by Yoshiyuki Ishikawa by Maurizio Torchiana
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Ples balcony, the familiar trees. The windy green my eyes and hair often need. The green that is giving itself up 

to yellow. With reluctance or ease? -I wouldn’t know. I didn’t live here last year. I had no time to hear and 

observe. 

  

Bosna i Hercegovina, 7. oktobar 2018: It’s them. 

  

It’s Us who are reading: it’s Them. It’s Komšič. It’s Dzaferović. It’s Dodik. 

  

It was elections. 

  

The autumn of elections in Bosnia is the autumn I know. They prepare us for it, the smirking party members 

with a BOSNIAN brand half a kilogram coffee in one hand, a pen with a party-logo in the other. Allegiance has 

to be signed, loyalty in spoken words is redundant. 

  

Perhaps we are so over-prepared that we forget to remember things we already know. Or wish to know. Our 

usual morning coffee, jutarnja, has a bitter taste of the multi-layered issues our country is facing. However, as 

we get to know the autumn, the BOSNIAN brand half a kilogram coffee simply erases the memory of how 

dealing with unemployment, Brain drain, corruption and the like tasted. Moreover, it makes us swallow the 

reviving drops of our nationalist sentiments...and ruminate them. 

  

Bosna i Hercegovina, 7. oktobar 2018: Again, we remember what we already know. It was announced. Coffee is 

warm, but the welcome reflects the weather. A cold welcome to our three presidents. 

  

“But at least we have Komšič. He is fine”, you say and I smile. You think and I hope. 

  

No surprises, we can drink our regular jutarnja and claim the knowledge of alchemical solutions for Bosnia. We 

know how to turn lead into gold, and those who emigrated will return and watch us doing it in great awe. Soon. 

In our time. Just four more autumns. 

  

That's the autumn that I know, meticulously. My way from Mensa to the library is the bridge where tourists 

take a photo of Una's oblivious waterfall. If Una knew, I wonder, how many children are served poverty for 

lunch, would it see a purpose in flowing... 

  

That's the autumn that I know, without the need to be there where the drops of curious despair fell to break 

the election silence. That's the autumn that I know, having two autumns that I love. Here, on Ples balcony, 

where does my confidence to have ever known it at all come from? 
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Fluctuation is the only constant, changing like fall 

Familiar faces and ideas once green, now decay 

Baring our bones as vacant tree limbs going through withdrawal 

We can abhor the absence, trace back through the parts of our souls that are now astray 

We can detest the distortion, avoid the erratic metamorphosis that is change 

We can shift uncomfortably in our shoes and wait for the storm to cease 

Or, we can choose to dance in the eye of the hurricane, to thoroughly cherish it all. 

Because who would want a life so stagnant? 

We can smell the crisp autumn air and know that winter is near 

Cold but the diverse beauty of this world is ever rampant 

The sun still shines on snowy days year after year 

We are butterflies, we can relish in the mutation that allowed us to fly 

We have eager eyes, the unexpected chilled wind our lullaby 

The only consistent is the inconsistent, we change like the seasons. 

LIKE SEASONS WE ARE

by Katherine Elisabeth Teele
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Se cerco la parola “fall” sul dizionario inglese-italiano trovo che il suo significato è “cadere” ma anche “autunno”. Secondo il 
vocabolario l’autunno è: “La terza delle quattro stagioni dell’anno, fra l’estate e l’inverno, che va dal 23 settembre al 22 
dicembre nell’emisfero settentrionale e da marzo a giugno nell’emisfero meridionale”. Ma quando penso all’autunno non mi 
viene in mente che è la terza stagione dell’anno, né che inizia il 23 settembre. Percepisco il freddo umido nelle gambe, vedo la 
nebbia che non mi permette di vedere; sento la pioggia debole e costante che batte sul terreno e sulla mia testa, sulle finestre 
della mia classe e sugli ombrelli dei passanti. Cerco un po’ di pace, di calore, quello delle caldarroste nei baracchini vicino al 
Viale e largo Barriera, la calma piatta dell’acqua della Secada. Penso che il modo migliore per parlare dell’autunno a Duino 
sia proprio parlarne, faccia a faccia, con i duinesi. 

Malu (Mickey’s barman) 

L: Cosa ti viene in mente quando pensi all’autunno? 
M: Che quelli del College fanno festa ogni maledetto sabato 
e che io non posso godermene uno da solo a casa, sul 
divano, a guardare Netflix. 
L: E cosa ti viene in mente se ti dico cadere? 
M: Le foglie. 
L: Quindi ti ritorna in mente l’immagine dell’autunno? 
M: Sì. 
 Poi per qualche motivo penso a cadere e mi viene 
in mente la mia giovinezza, quando non mi ero ancora rotto 
il crociato e andavamo in campetto a giocare con quelli del 
College. Ogni volta li battevamo e vedevamo cadere i loro 
sogni di vincere: non ce l’hanno mai fatta. 
L: Sei mai caduto nella tua vita? 
M: Sì. 
L: Ti va di raccontarlo? 
M: E’ stato il 23 aprile 2018, in una partita tra Staranzano 
e San Canzian d’Isonzo, al sessantesimo minuto. Sono 
crollato a terra in preda alle urla, sentivo un dolore 
lancinante, una sofferenza acuta… 
 Mi ero spaccato il ginocchio. 
L: E’ stata la caduta più dolorosa della tua vita? 
M: Sì, chiaramente ce ne sono altre, ma di intensità 
inferiore. 
L: Ti va di parlare di una caduta a livello emotivo che ha 
segnato la tua vita? 
M: Così mi fai piangere haha, sono successe delle cose 
personali all’interno della mia famiglia che mi hanno fatto 
stare molto male, ma mi hanno fatto maturare. 
L: Ti sei rialzato da questa caduta? 
M: Tocca rialzarsi, non puoi non rialzarti, bisogna andare 
avanti, qualunque conseguenza comporti; 

Tom (signore della California “in love 

with Duino”) 

L: What do you think when you think 
about fall? 
T: I use to think about leaves, leaves 
falling, that’s why they call it fall haha. 
I enjoy Duino in the fall because I grew 
up in southern California, there’s a 
similar climate, but I lived for 33 years 
in Austria and fall can be very cold 
there. 
 So I enjoy that leaves are 
already turning yellow and orange on 
the Rilke path and the sametime I can 
go swimming in Duino between 3 and 5 
p.m., that’s why fall in Duino is so nice! 

Sergio (Tuttidì’s boss) 

L: Cosa significa cadere per te? 
S: Cadere da un trono, cadere da una 
scala, cadere da una sedia, cadere per 
terra, cadere dal potere. 
L: E autunno invece? 
S: L’autunno per me è la stagione più 
bella, c’è il grigio, ci sono le foglie che 
cadono, ci sone dei colori bellissimi e la 
gente è un po’ meno gasata.  

F A L L  I N  D U I N O
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Vojka e Ferruccio (anziani emblema dell’unione fra 

i duinesi e il college) 

L: Cosa ne pensi dell’autunno? 
V: Belissimo, belissimo: colori, vivacità, robe che 
d’estate no xè… 
 Quel senso de calma che finalmente riva, 
che se ga bisogno, e el fatto che le foie le caschi no 
xè motivo de spegnimento ma de rinverditura, 
germoglierà de novo, se qualchidun no copa 
prima… 
 L’autuno come stagion, per mi, xè la più 
bela de tute. 
     
                                             *Ferruccio rientra 
a casa* 

V: Ferruccio, cos’ te pensi de l’autuno come 
stagion? 
F: Eh, me piasi l’autuno come stagion, xè bel, 
perchè? 
V: Ma no, xè quel per el giornal! 
F: Aaah, no beh, me piasi, a parte che qua de noi 
ghe xè i colori…  
 Ma me piasi quele giornade anche nebiose. 
V: Ah Dio, che bel! 
F: Te da pase te da… 
 Protezion, no so come dir. 
V: Tuti odia la nebbia e mi quando che la riva… 
     ...non quando te son ala guida… 
F: No, no, chiaro, ma se te son in bosco.... 
V: Sì, sì, in bosco xè belissima, te se senti, almeno 
mi, me sento avvolta de una coverta protettiva, xè 
quela l’impression… 
 Difatti anche anni fa, quando che se faseva 
tante più fotografie, co iera caligo sicuramente 
‘ndavimo a far foto. 
L: La classica foto del castel del Rilke co la nebbia? 
V: Ecco quel no lo gavemo mai ripreso, lo ga fato 
tuti tranne che noi. 
F: In porto quela volta, gavemo fato pien de foto, 
che iera ancora quel barcon: l’Arcalina. 
V: L’arcalina co la nebbia sì, me ricordo, 4 febbraio 
2004, belissima, chissà se la go qua… 
L: E inveze cascar cossa vol dir per voi? 
V: Cascar?  
    .... 
    Cascar se casca, ma cussì se casca e cussì se se 
alza, xè un modo de dir… 
F: Sa…  
    ...po dipendi dei maconi che uno se fa… 

Dimitri (Mickey’s boss) 

L: Cosa ti viene in mente quando pensi a 
fall? 
D: Me vien in mente, banalissima roba, 
che me manca el vero autuno: me manca 
el passagio de l’estate a l’autuno, che no 
xè mai ‘bastanza marcado, me manca 
tantissimo el fredo, la bora, che i 
comincia, ste foie che svola… 
 Che poi anche el passagio a 
l’inverno no lo go più sentido nei ultimi 
anni, no ghe xè stado gnanca un autuno, 
una stagion cussì mona! Disemo che xè 
fine estadi un poco più frede e inverni 
più blandi. Me manca perchè me piasi 
l’aria de l’autuno, la melanconia che 
risveia l’autuno, le nebbioline de 
l’autuno, le pioggioreline de l’autuno, 
quele piove co le goce pice ma fitte fitte, 
che te se bagni, che xè umido, ma che te 
pol ‘ndar comunque a far la caminada 
nel bosco. 
 Una roba che me piaseva far 
tantissimi anni fa, che no la fazo più, xè 
i giri per le calli de Venezia co che iera 
autuno, gaveva una certa magia. Po le 
castagne! Eh, ma anche quele, sì, te le fa 
ma no xè la stessa roba.  Le castagne xè 
legade al fredo, non el fredo de l’inverno, 
che comunque manca, ma come disevo 
prima a quel fredo de ottobre che no 
sento più. Per no parlar che oramai te le 
trovi tuto l’anno, perchè le xè de 
importazion, e tornemo al punto de 
partenza. 
 Po me ricordo che usavo far un 
sacco de passegiate che no fazo più, non 
tanto pel lavoro ma proprio perchè no 
me ispira più, le caminade le fazo a 
novebre o dicembre, che me ricorda de 
più l’autuno.
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Patrick (personaggio misterioso - 

mysterious character) 

L: Cosa ti viene in mente quando 
pensi a fall? 
P:Mi viene in mente il tempo, 
immediatamente, l’immagine del 
tempo e la caduta in esso. Penso alla 
facilità di caderci dentro se non 
riusciamo a gestirlo e viverlo 
lentamente. Mi viene in mente la 
caduta nel vortice del non riuscire a 
vivere i secondi.  
 Quando crediamo di non 
avere tempo in realtà è perchè non 
siamo in grado di dilatarlo. Se lo si 
impara a dilatare, il tempo cede 
tantissimo. Cadere nel vortice del 
tempo vuol dire non riuscire a 
rendersi conto che la percezione che 
abbiamo del tempo dipende solo da 
noi: quando sentiamo che il tempo 

Riccardo (l’ultimo pescatore di Duino - the 

last fisherman of Duino) 

L: Cos’ te pensi de l’autuno? 
R: Cos’ che penso de l’autuno?  
     ... 
     Me vien un poca de tristeza perchè va via 
el tempo miglior, el tempo più bel, ma xè 
inevitabile, xè el susseguirsi dele stagioni. 
Adesso momentaneamente son fermo co la 
barca, ma normalmente xè un periodo bon per 
el pesse. 
L: E de cascar cos’ te pensi? 
R: Cascar… 
 Cascar in acqua, pol suceder, me xè zà 
sucesso, dopo i me ga tirà su magari, ma iera 
la bora, iera un pochetin pericoloso. Pol eser 
anche cascar dale rocce.  
L: Quindi sempre da un punto de vista fisico, 
moralmente? 
R: Moralmente… 
 Cos te vol, più in basso de cussì no te 
rivi ‘ndar, xè miseria e miseria…. 
 …  
 Esisti… periodi, no? 
 Diversi.... questo xè un periodo un po 
cussì, no se vedi prospetive… 
 Ma cos’ te vol, oramai mi no me 
interessa, go raggiunto una certa , go pochi 
anni de zontar ala vita, però per i altri… 
L: Beh, la vita va a periodi come le stagioni, 
tornerà la primavera dopo l’autuno e 
l’inverno… 
R: L’autuno xè el periodo che vien… 
 Però l’autuno xè bel… 
 ...finissi el caos… 
 …te lavori ancora, no xè sai fredo, no 
xè mal… by Lorenzo Leghissa & Patrick

When in doubt, listen to Tash Sultana. Especially now with her debut album: Flow State, nothing better comes in music form. 
She’s insane, in the sense that she plays 15 instruments and sings, and every song she plays is 100% written and performed by 
herself with a colossal collection of loop pedals. It’s hard to pin down what genre it is exactly, I want to say her music is 
somewhat unique to her, though that may be because I’m not particularly good with labelling genres. Nevertheless, the album is 
amazing. For every song, the tone is very similar, but each seems to have its unique voice in its structure and style, something 
that adds much desired diversity while maintaining her unique tone. She mixes in the electric guitar, trumpet, saxophone, piano, 
drums and other miscellaneous percussion with her amazing voice to make some super mellow tunes. If you have time to listen to 
the whole album (61min), play it from start to finish – no shuffle – because that’s how it’s ordered. If you only have time for one 
song, I’d strongly recommend “Free Mind”, “Seven”, “Big Smoke” and “Mellow Marmalade”.

T A S H  S U L T A N A by Timothy Lawrence David Somerset
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HOROSCOPE 
This fall you will find:
Aquarius: the desire to do your laundry, in 2:54 am, cause 
you can’t smell ham anymore 

Pisces: a letter on your pillow, telling you the true story 
behind the Mensa spoon 

Aries: a way to reflect on the way you wash your hair, and 
most probably, you will change your shampoo. 

Taurus: a stone, with your name on it, and in the bottom, 
the name of your future hamster 

Capricorn: pizza with pineapple 

Leo: the love of your life, wearing a chicken suit, dancing 
around Mensa extension 

Virgo: a magnificent creature, with five eyes and one leg, 
swimming around porto, with a picture of your lost hamster 

Libra: lyrics of a song that explains the exact situation you 
are at right now: a bit smelly, tired, and quite lost 

Scorpio: a sensational feeling in your lower stomach (time to 
poop?) 

Sagittarius: time to relax, take a bubble bath, and try not to 
pee in it 

Gemini: faith in yourself, in the person you are, and the place 
in which you hid your noodles 

Cancer: a shoe you’ve lost on your second day here. And 
inside of it, a note that explains the way you will learn to 
make pasta pomodoro without tomatoes

It is the other who speaks. You can listen to him carefully; the other collates events and facts one after another. There was a 
moment, a few hours ago, perhaps, in which the other could only be a ‘present tense man’: the other lives with no links; finds 
pleasure against the breeze; and enjoys the very same absurdity that brings the beauty of life, the powers of our bodies, and 
the sea. But the other changes: where there were no ties, one finds chains: the one who speaks remembers. 
  
The other was behaving well until that moment, since the disjointed account of his life meant very little, but once his 
memory starts binding knots, the other recoils, analyzes, and blames. The other finds no sun, but a rainy sky over the 
Netherlands, the place where one cannot fall any further, a certain and metaphorical hole. His voice invades New Mexico –a 
bar somewhere in Amsterdam-, where we listen to him: he finds the top of the hole, and looks for somebody to share his 
story with. The other always feared being judged, as we may also, though it is him who discovers, now that he remembers, 
that he is able to speak about his guilt. He is a lawyer with an immaculate career, and also a man who pursues desire 
beyond the expected; the other is there for the oppressed, but has another face. You cannot do anything else but listen to 
him, and it pains. 
  
The other brings you back the lucidity that you may have found in someone called Meursault, and goes beyond. His name is 
Jean Baptiste Clamence, and he may well be 43. He looks back in time, and confesses his guilt, your guilt, our guilt. 

The other finds no angel. 

The other gives us a mirror, an unusual mirror in which to be reflected, 

and 

 we 

  fall. 

The Fall, by Albert Camus, was first published in France in 1956 under its original title, La Chute.

T H E  F A L L

by Pablo Aguilera Del Castillo

by Noam Hachmon
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“…dogs go on with their doggy life”
As some of my English students know, I often use the following two texts together for analysis. They are useful for this, 
as they are linked by the story of Icarus, but the real reason why I use these texts is because one is a favourite poem, 
which is inspired by the other text, a famous painting, which I have also liked since I was a child.  
I love this poem because of its wry take on suffering. For me Auden gets to the heart of what can be a painful and quite 
brutal absurdity in human existence, that we may be experiencing disaster, while others carry on their daily lives, and 
vice versa. I love Auden’s lines about ‘an untidy spot’, where ‘dogs go on with their doggy life’. Sometimes, perhaps that’s 
just as well.  

by Laura Summers

About suffering they were never wrong, 
The Old Masters: how well they understood 
Its human position; how it takes place 
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully 
along; 
How, when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting 
For the miraculous birth, there always must be 
Children who did not specially want it to happen, skating 
On a pond at the edge of the wood: 
They never forgot 
That even the dreaded martyrdom must run its course 
Anyhow in a corner, some untidy spot 
Where the dogs go on with their doggy life and the torturer’s horse 
Scratches its innocent behind on a tree. 

In Brueghel’s Icarus, for instance: how everything turns away 
Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may 
Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry, 
But for him it was not an important failure; the sun shone 
As it had to on the white legs disappearing into the green 
Water; and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen 
Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky, 
had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on. 

Brueghel, ‘The Fall of 
Icarus’ 1590s

‘Musée des Beaux 
Arts’, by W.H. Auden, 
(December 1938)
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suddenly, i realised how many of those roads that i should never have walked down that i had walked 
down. i saw the dreadful stains of all the words i should never have said, but yet said, printed all over my 
body. these roads that i had brought myself to walk and these words that i painted all over my body led 
me nowhere. it was all dead ends. dead ends. dead ends. i let this word ring in my head. let myself realise 
that i could not continue. dead ends. so, i cut off my feet. cut out my tongue. these dead ends that i had 
kept for so long were now gone. and out of my wounded feet new ones grew, feet that let me walk down 
the roads I could not before. by cutting out my tongue i trained my mouth to pronounce the words i had 
longed for. i could stop painting myself in the armour of words that led to dead ends, let this armour fall. 
finally, paint myself in true words only. stop walking the roads i formerly, wrongly, would. the roads of 
dead ends. the words of truth could now freely ring in my head.

D 
E 
A 
D

E 
N 
D 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by Tiril Flatebø

O Autumn, laden with fruit, and stain’d 
With the blood of the grape, pass not, but sit 
Beneath my shady roof; there thou may’st rest, 

And tune thy jolly voice to my fresh pipe, 
And all the daughters of the year shall dance! 
Sing now the lusty song of fruits and flowers. 

The narrow bud opens her beauties to 
The sun, and love runs in her thrilling veins; 

Blossoms hang round the brows of Morning, and 
Flourish down the bright cheek of modest Eve, 
Till clust’ring Summer breaks forth into singing, 

And feather’d clouds strew flowers round her head. 

The spirits of the air live in the smells 
Of fruit; and Joy, with pinions light, roves round 

The gardens, or sits singing in the trees.” 
Thus sang the jolly Autumn as he sat, 

Then rose, girded himself, and o’er the bleak 
Hills fled from our sight; but left his golden load.

poem by William Blake submitted by Aysenil Yuksel


